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Spectroscopic study of Ce- and Cr-doped LiSrAlF 6 crystals
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Undoped, as well as Ce31 and Cr31 doped LiSrAlF6 ~LiSAF! crystals have been examined by
Raman spectroscopy in order to identify the system’s molecular vibrations and the role of doping.
Furthermore the electron spin resonance~ESR! spectroscopic technique has been used to study the
distortions of the local crystalline environment of Ce. The analysis of the main ESR resonance
shows that the Ce31 ions substitute for Sr21 ones in the structure and permit the description of the
electronic eigenfunctions and energy splitting of its2F5/2 ground state. We have tackled the
distortion of the trigonal crystalline environment, induced by Na1 codopants acting as charge
compensators to Ce31, and we have assigned the ESR resonances to Na occupying sites at various
distances from the Ce atoms. Our results indicate growth of high quality crystals. ©2003
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1542917#
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I. INTRODUCTION

LiSrAlF6 ~LiSAF! crystals doped with Cr31 and Ce31

have recently attracted much interest as laser g
materials,1,2 with potential use in various medical, industria
environmental, and many other scientific applications. T
Cr-doped LiSAF crystals present optical bands in the visi
spectral region allowing efficient pumping by visible las
diodes. Among their advantages are their high tunability a
their potential for generation of ultrashort laser pulses in
near infrared spectral range. In comparison with the isost
tural Cr:LiCaAlF6 ~LiCAF!, Cr:LiSAF offers the advantage
of higher absorption coefficients and a broader tun
range,1,2 however, the thermal quenching is stronger a
leads to a shorter Cr fluorescence lifetime.3 Ce:LiSAF and
Ce:LiCAF are also very attractive because of their ultravio
~UV! laser emission. Therefore, it is anticipated that an
derstanding of the structural and electronic characteristic
the doped LiSAF will allow the development of high quali
and efficient flash- or diode-pumped UV and visible tuna
lasers.

The crystal structure of both materials, LiCAF an
LiSAF, has been examined by early x-ray diffraction~XRD!
studies,4,5 showing that both crystals have the same trigo
symmetry, with LiSAF exhibiting a largerc–a anisotropy.
Nevertheless, neither the atomic oscillations nor the effec
doping on the material’s dynamical properties have b
studied up to now.

On the other hand, the local crystalline environment
the dopant ions has been examined in detail because o
role in the material’s optical and lasing properties. A ve
useful tool in such studies has been proved to be the elec
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spin resonance~ESR! spectroscopy. ESR investigations of C
doped LiSrxCa12xF6,6 LiSAF,7 and LiSCaF mixed crystals6

have described in detail the Cr site axial distortion and
dependence on disorder and temperature. In combina
with optical measurements, the ESR data were used to d
mine the electronic energy diagram of the Cr31 ions.

The Cr31 dopants in LiSAF and LiCAF take the place o
the Al31 ions, which have similar ionic radii (r i50.76 Å for
Cr31 and 0.67 Å for Al31); the above substitution does no
require any charge compensation. On the other hand,
Ce31 ions, with r i51.15 Å, substitute for either the Ca21

(r i51.00 Å) or the Sr21 (r i51.18 Å) ones. Therefore, the
Ce31 ions are sixfold coordinated to neighbor F2 ions, form-
ing a strongly trigonally distorted octahedral crystal fie
with theS6 symmetry. The excess positive charge introduc
by the Ce31 atom is most probably charge compensated
Li1 vacancies. If these vacancies are placed near the
atoms, their local crystalline symmetry is further distort
changing from trigonal to orthorhombic. In such a way, res
nances with orthorhombic symmetry were identified in t
ESR spectra of the LiCAF compound.8 The orthorhombic
distortion was also observed by splittings and broadening
the optical absorption and luminescence spectra.8,9 The role
of Li vacancies is crucial since they can possibly act as co
centers.10 The presence of color centers causes a strong l
absorption, which is anticipated to be detrimental to efficie
laser performance. This mechanism is known as the solar
tion effect. In comparison to the Ce-doped LiCAF cryst
Ce-doped LiSAF generally suffers more from solarizati
losses, which results to a less favorable laser performanc10

The incorporation of Na1 in the crystal is often used fo
charge compensation purposes, in order to diminish the
ternative mechanism of the Li vacancies creation. The N1

ions are expected to replace Sr21, since they have a simila
ionic radius. Sodium has also been used in order to prev
il:
7 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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the creation of vacancies in Ce:BaMgF3
11 and

Ce:BaMgF4,12 and it was found to reside mainly in clos
distances to the Ce atoms.

This study is divided into two parts. First, we have ca
ried out a comparative to Ce:LiCAF ESR study of the LiSA
compound, keeping, whenever possible, the notation use
Ref. 8. Second, we have identified the Raman modes of
LiSAF compound and we have examined the role of Cr a
Ce doping on the material’s properties. Finally some conc
sions are presented in relation to the optical properties of
material.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Undoped and Ce-doped LiSAF crystals have been gro
using the Czochralski method. Cerium was codoped w
sodium with concentrations of 0.5 mol % in the starting m
terial. The final concentration is anticipated to approximat
0.007 mol % for Ce and 0.02 mol % for Na.13 Cr:LiSAF
single crystals doped with 1.5 and 3.5 mol % of Cr have b
grown using the zone melting method.14

The optical axis of the crystals was determined by tak
polarization measurements. Each sample was placed i
tween two crossed polarizers. An intense light source w
focused on the sample by placing a long distance focal
in front of the first polarizer and a fluorescent screen beh
the second one. The sample was rotated around diffe
axes, each one oriented along the direction of the light pro
gation. Thec axis was identified on its orientation parallel
the rotation axis by its property of not affecting the polariz
tion of the light that was crossing the sample independe
of the rotation angle. Thus the incident polarized light w
fully blocked by the last polarizer and it was not detected
the screen.

The ESR measurements were carried out at 11 K
'9.4 GHz ~X band! in a Varian spectrometer. The samp
was initially aligned with itsc axis approximately parallel to
the magnetic field (v50); then, it was rotated about on a
axis perpendicular to the c–a plane, for v
50° – 90° – 180°,~i.e., wherev is the angle between thec
axis and the direction of the magnetic field that is alwa
lying on thea–c plane!. A detailed set of measurements w
recorded in the range of 60°–120° where multiple pe
were detected in the ESR spectra. Subsequently, the tem
ture was raised up to 70 K under the control of a hea
wound around the cavity and the ESR signal in theciB
direction was detected in steps of about 5°.

Raman measurements were carried out on a triple s
trometer ~Jobin–Yvon T64000! in the backscattering con
figuration. A light beam at a wavelength of 514.5 nm w
focused on the sample in a spot size of 1mm and a charge
coupled device~CCD! camera detected the Raman signal.
Ar lamp reference signal was also recorded in each meas
ment in order to calibrate the frequency scale. The ins
mental resolution was equal to6 0.3 cm21.

III. EXPERIMENTAL ESR AND RAMAN RESULTS

Characteristic ESR spectra of the Ce:Na:LiSAF crys
measured at different anglesv, are shown in Fig. 1. Forv
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near 0° and 180°, three different peaks are clearly obser
in the spectra. To the contrary, for the intermediate anglesv,
the ESR spectra are rich of resonance lines; the maxim
number of peaks and the broader resonance field range
observed for angles near 90°. All these peaks are interpr
as being due to Ce atoms in different crystalline enviro
ments due to the presence of Na charge compensato
different relative distances. The various peaks,A, B, C, and
D, correspond to different Na positions according to the
terpretation referred to in the following section. While th
strongA resonance dominates all spectra with a single li
theB andD resonances are split in two lines having a ratio
about 1:2 and superimposed onto one line for angles adja
to 0°. The 1, 2, or 3 multiplicity of theB and D lines is
marked in Fig. 1 by a corresponding superscript index. T
most intense satelliteB and C lines can be identified in al
the spectra and have a ratio of about 3:1. The abo
mentioned intensity ratios are more or less preserved fo
the different angles and they are used as a criterion for
identification of the different resonances. Thev dependence
of the various resonance lines has been grouped in plots~a!
and~b! of Fig. 2 for theA andB resonances and plots~a! and
~b! of Fig. 3 for theC andD ones, correspondingly.

In Fig. 4 we have plotted the linewidthDH of the main
resonanceA line relative to the absolute temperatureT. An
exponential increase ofDH upon increasingT is observed,
which suggests the Orbach process as the dominant spin
tice relaxation mechanism.15,16Accordingly we get

DH5a1b expS 2
DE

kBTD , ~1!

where kB is the Boltzman constant andDE is the energy
difference between the ground and the first excited electro
state. A substitution of our data to Eq.~1! results in DE
514965 cm21, with fitting parametersa518.660.5 G and
b5376650 G.

Raman spectra were recorded with incident and scatte
light parallel to thec anda axis, in all possible combination
~a-a, c-c, a-c!. All samples, including that of the undope
reference, show the same Raman modes without any rem

FIG. 1. Characteristic ESR spectra taken at 11 K, with the magnetic fiel
the a–c plane at four different anglesv with reference to thec axis: ~a!
92.5°, ~b! 102.5°, ~c! 117.5°, and~d! 184°. The spectra have been shifte
vertically for clarity. Different resonance lines have been attributed to
ferent local crystalline environments of the Ce atoms. The superscript in
indicates degeneracy of resonancesB andD into one, two, or three lines.
P license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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able differences. Characteristic spectra of the undo
sample are shown in Fig. 5. Eleven Raman modes were
tected in the spectra at the frequencies 80, 141, 234,
322.5, 377.5, 410, 437.5, 561.7, 578.5, and 843 cm21. Under
crossed polarizations the modes at 251 and 377.5 cm21 had
almost vanished while the strongest mode at 561.7 cm21 was
reduced below 10% of its magnitude under the parallelc–c
polarization.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. The g tensor and the assignment of the various
ESR resonances

The resonance position of the most intenseA peak in the
ESR spectra@Fig. 2~a!# presents an angular dependence w
an axially symmetric effectiveg(v) tensor defined as

g~v!5~gi
2 cos2 v1g'

2 sin2 v!1/2. ~2!

By fitting our experimental data to the above equation we
gi52.25560.004 andg'50.73560.005. The excellent fit-
ting of the A line to Eq. ~1! shows that theA-type Ce site
preserves a trigonal symmetry. This indicates that Ce, in
case, is quite isolated from nearby Na1 ions. For illustrative
purposes, a LiSAF unit cell, which hosts a Ce31 ion at a

FIG. 2. ~a! The dependence of theA ESR resonance peak position vs th
anglev between the direction of thec axis and that of the external magnet
field. The fitting curve considers an axialg tensor.~b! The same for theB
resonance. In this case the fitting is done with a rhombicg tensor. The solid
~open! symbols correspond to the doubly~singly! degenerate line, respec
tively.
Downloaded 26 Jun 2006 to 200.136.52.120. Redistribution subject to AI
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Sr21 site, has been drawn in Fig. 6~a!, where theA position
of a Na1 charge compensating ion in a far distance
marked.

The behavior of the resonance siteB in Fig. 1 suggests a
Ce lattice site with orthorhombic symmetry. Considering t
orthorhombic environment as a superposition of the ini
distorted along the-c octahedral system~abc! with another
axially symmetric distortion~along an arbitraryc8), the final
biaxial g tensor ellipsoid has its two principal axes on t
c–c8 plane. Therefore, the orthorhombic systemxyzcan be

FIG. 3. The angle dependence of the ESR resonance lines, which
assigned to the axially symmetricC resonance~a! and the orthorhombic one
D. ~b! The solid ~open! symbols stand for the doubly~singly! degenerate
line, respectively. The solid lines are fittings taking an axial~a! and a rhom-
bic ~b! g tensor, correspondingly.

FIG. 4. The inverse temperature dependence of the main ESR reson
linewidth undertaken withB parallel to thec axis.
P license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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defined with respect toabcwith two angles, as shown in Fig
6~b!: ~a! w angle betweenc andz and~b! c angle betweena
and the projection ofz to thea–b plane.

The angular dependence of a resonance line in the or
rhombic environment is described by a spin Hamiltonian15

Hs5mBgxBxSx1mBgyBySy1mBgzBzSz . ~3!

The effectiveg value is given now by

g25gx
2l 21gy

2m21gz
2n2, ~4!

where l, m, andn are the direction cosines of the magne
field relative to thexyzsystem axes, i.e.,

15sinv cosw cosc2cosv sinw, ~5a!

m52sinv sinc, ~5b!

n5sinv sinw cosc1cosv cosw. ~5c!

Each lattice distortion by a dopant or a vacancy in a nei
boring to Ce lattice site can produce a distinct crystal fi
environment. For each distortion the equivalent sites

FIG. 5. The Raman spectra of the undoped LiSAF crystal recorded
parallelc-c anda-a and crosseda-c polarizations of the incident and sca
tered beams. The observed bands are marked with vertical lines. The b
that are substantially reduced in thea-c configuration are marked by stars

FIG. 6. ~a! A schematic diagram of the LiSrAlF6 crystal structure.A label
indicates a Na atom lying far from the Ce dopant position.B, C, and D
labels show the Na1 sites up to third neighbors to a Ce dopant.BL andCL

stand for the first and second neighbors to the Ce lattice sites of Li1 vacan-
cies.~b! A drawing of the principal crystalline axes system, where the m
netic field is in thec–a plane and points at an anglev to thec axis. The
transformation of the axes is shown for an orthorhombic environmen
arbitrary anglesw andc relative to the principal axes system.
Downloaded 26 Jun 2006 to 200.136.52.120. Redistribution subject to AI
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taken into account by applying the site symmetry operati
of the Ce atom. In this way, such distortions that produc
single line forciB can reveal up to three different lines fo
c'B, as it was observed in LiCAF,8 due to the presence o
Li vacancies near the Ce atoms.

As shown in Fig. 2~b!, the B peak indicates, in a good
approximation, a symmetric variation around thev590°
and a systematic splitting into two lines with an approxima
1:2 ratio ~see Fig. 1!. This suggests that we have a spec
case where two of the three lines, which are expected
general, are superimposed. This case appears only whe
system axes, which describe the orthorhombic distorted
vironment, are near the high symmetry directions ofw50°
andc50° ~alsoc5120° and 240°, for the equivalent crys
tallographic sites! or c530° ~alsoc5150° and 270°! rela-
tive to the crystallographic system. This is somehow e
pected since the trigonal distortion of the crystal in thec
direction is very strong and it is hardly affected by the Na1

substituting ions. Therefore thez axis almost coincides with
the c axis andgz remains the larger component of theg
tensor. On the other hand, the Na1 ions are responsible fo
the orthorhombic distortion of the axial environment in the
direction relative to Ce, i.e., the Sr–Sr bond direction, wh
for adjacent Sr sites up to the third neighboring distance,
at c50°. Under these assumptions we have solved Eqs.~4!
and ~5! for the B resonance data in Fig. 2~b! getting w
520.8°, c50°, gx50.75560.008,gy50.63560.008, and
gz52.32060.008. The above resonance shows the ma
mum deviation from the inherent trigonal crystal field a
the strongest orthorhombic distortion. Thus, it is attributed
the closest Ce31 – Na1 position, namely the first neighborin
Sr positions in thea–b plane, marked asB sites in Fig. 6~a!.
Moreover, this resonance is quite intense, implying a pre
ence of the Na1 to be placed near the Ce site.

Correspondingly, theC site is attributed to the secon
neighboring Na ion position, which is that of the Sr neig
boring atoms in thez direction @see Fig. 6~a!#. These atoms
are only in slightly larger distances than theB ones. How-
ever, theC:B coordination number ratio is 2:6, i.e., 1:3; th
is the ratio of theC:B peak intensities in the ESR spectr
Due to the distortion of the crystal field environment in t
trigonal axis, theC resonance appears with a single line,
the same way as the resonanceA behavior, having an effec
tive axial g tensor equal togi52.20160.005 and g'

50.77960.005.
The D resonance has the characteristic split behavio

theB one. The treatment according to Eqs.~4! and~5! yields
w521°, c50, and gx50.75860.015, gy50.70260.015,
and gz52.25560.005. Accordingly theD resonance lines
are attributed to Na sites at the third neighboring distan
from Ce, i.e., the diagonal Sr sites in thea–b plane as shown
in Fig. 6~a!.

Finally, very weak resonance lines were observed in
spectra obtained nearv590°, which may be attributed to Na
ions in intermediate distances fromA andD sites. Remark-
ably, Li vacancies near the Ce atoms were not detected
ESR, since in this case the crystal field distortion would
very strong with resonance lines in a broad resonance fi
range.8
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Downloaded 26 Jun
TABLE I. The numerical principal values of the effectiveg tensor and the coefficients of the ground sta
electronic eigenfunctions deduced from the positions of the Ce31 ESR resonances in Ce:LiSAF. The values
parenthesis correspond to Ce:LiCAF.a For the positionsA, B, C, andD of the Na1 ions andBL , CL of the Li
vacancies relative to a Ce dopant, refer to Fig. 6~a!.

A ~A! B (BL) C (CL) D

gx 0.735 ~0.965! 0.755 ~0.95! 0.779 ~0.84! 0.758
gy 0.735 ~0.965! 0.635 ~1.27! 0.779 ~1.18! 0.702
gz 2.255 ~1.725! 2.320 ~1.54! 2.201 ~1.77! 2.255
grat 3.068 ~1.788! 3.338 ~1.387! 2.825 ~1.753! 3.089
qav(°) 54.7 ~48.4! 56.0 ~45.5! 54.0 ~48.2! 55.1
a 0 ~0! 0.022 ~0.047! 0 ~0.053! 0.010

aSee Ref. 8.
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The relative intensities of the ESR lines can be used
order to estimate the probability for Na to occupy one of
Sr sites. The intensity ratio (B1C)/(A1B1C1D) ~Fig. 1!
leads to an occupation probability for a Na atom, in one
the six Sr neighboring sites around a Ce dopant~sitesB and
C!, of about 21%. Taking into account the actual Na conc
tration of approximately 0.02% in the sample, the abo
probability is over 1000 times that expected upon a rand
distribution of Na in the crystal. In a similar manner, th
occupation probability for theD site, deduced from the par
tial intensityD/(A1B1C1D) in Fig. 1, is about 5%.

B. The ground electron state and the crystal field
distortion by Na ¿ charge compensators

The ground state of the Ce31 free ion is2F. Under the
spin–orbit interaction, the2F state is split into the2F5/2

ground state and the2F7/2 one, which lies about 2200 cm21

higher. This difference is much greater than the energy s
ting produced by the crystal field. So, in a first approxim
tion, we take the total angular momentumJ55/2 as a good
quantum number.15,16 The corresponding electronic eige
functions are represented as Kramers doubletsuJ,Jz& i.e., u5

2,
61

2&, u5
2, 63

2&, and u5
2, 65

2&.
The crystal field Hamiltonian in the trigonally distorte

octahedral symmetry is expressed as15,16

Hcry5B2
0O2

01B4
0O4

01B4
3O4

3, ~6!

where On
m are Steven’s spin operators andBn

m are crystal
field parameters.

The energy diagram of the Ce atom in theHcry of Eq.
~6!, is represented by three defined Kramers doublets

u6 1
2&̄5cosqu 5

2,6
1
2&6sinqu 5

2,7
5
2&, ~7a!

u6 3
2&̄5u 5

2,6
3
2&, ~7b!

u6 5
2&̄5sinqu 5

2,6
1
2&7cosqu 5

2,7
5
2&, ~7c!

at different energies.
The effectiveg factors of the ground state are obtain

by calculating matrix elements of the form̂6 1
2ūHzu6

1
2&̄ i.e.,

whereHz is the Zeeman interaction.
In the approximation of treating the2F5/2 independently

HZ5gLmBJ"B, ~8!
 2006 to 200.136.52.120. Redistribution subject to AI
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wheremB is the Bohr magneton andgL56/7 is the Lande´
factor for the2F5/2 state.

Accordingly, the effectiveg factor for theu6 1
2&̄ is calcu-

lated as

g'53gL cos2 q ~9a!

and

ugiu5gL~5 sin2 q2cos2 q!. ~9b!

The orthorhombic distortion introduced by the Na1 ions in
nearby sites to Ce is taken into account by the introduction
an extra termB2

2O2
2 in the crystal field Hamiltonian.15,16The

new term is considered as a perturbation of the terms in
~6!. The expected ground state electron eigenfunction res

from the u6 1
2&̄ in Eq. ~7! slightly modified by the admixture

of the other states in the same equation as

u6 1
2
˜&5N~ u6 1

2&̄1au7 3
2&̄6bu7 5

2&̄), ~10!

whereN is a normalization factor.
Assuming that the admixture coefficientsa and b are

very small and calculating the matrix elements^6 1
2
˜uHz

u6 1
2
˜&, we end up with the following effectiveg values for the

ground stateu6 1
2
˜&:8,15

gx5gL~3 cos2 q14&a cosq!, ~11a!

gy5gL~3 cos2 q24&a cosq!, ~11b!

ugzu5gL~5 sin2 q2cos2 q!. ~11c!

The difference gx2gy can be merely found equal t
8&gLa cosq. Evidently for a trigonal field,a50 and the
solutions ofg coincide with those of Eq.~9!.

In Table I we present theg values of the different reso
nances, which have been obtained in this study. The co
sponding values for LiCAF, obtained in Ref. 8, are also p
sented for comparison. The anisotropy of the mainA
resonance in LiSAF is much higher than its counterpart
LiCAF. This shows a higher elongation of the Ce octahed
environment in LiSAF in comparison to LiCAF, in agree
ment with the XRD data.4,5

For the estimation of the eigenfunction coefficients
Eq. ~7a! we have calculated an averageq value equal to
qav5tan21A(3grat11)/5 through Eq. ~9!, where grat

5ugiu/g' . From the experimentalg ratios aqav554.7° was
P license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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estimated for theA line to be compared withqav548.4° for
LiCAF and q541.8° for the regular isotropic environmen
where g is isotropic and equal tougu5 5

3gL . These results

together with Eq.~7a!, show that theu 5
2,7

5
2& state becomes

progressively more important in the ground state combi
tion as we move from the isotropic case to LiCAF and th
to LiSAF.

In the same manner we have calculatedqav for theB, C,
andD resonances; forB andD, instead ofg' the mean value
of gx andgy has been used. Theseqav values are also show
in Table I. Since the Na1 – Ce31 electrostatic repulsive inter
action is weaker than the Sr21 – Ce31 one, theB resonance
~Ce–Na bond in thea direction! is expected to represent a
elongation of the octahedral Ce environment, while theC
resonance~Ce–Na bond in thec direction! represents a com
pression. This is in accordance with theqav values forB and
C resonances recorded in Table I where, moreover, as th
ions draw away from the Ce dopants occupying si
B–C–D, theqav values approach those of theA resonance.
As for the calculateda coefficient in Table I, its value for the
D resonance is about half of that of theB one. All these
results verify the progressive attenuation of the crystal fi
distortion by Na far from the Ce atoms and the self cons
tency of the ESR resonance lines assignment. Experime
ESR results in Ce:LiCAF without Na charge compensat
are also presented in Table I for comparison. Charge c
pensation by Li1 vacancies in the first (BL) and second (CL)
neighbors to Ce positions was also detected; the Li sites
marked in Fig. 6~a! too. From the values of Table I we de
duce that the distortion of the trigonal Ce environment by
vacancies is much more intense compared to that induce
the Na1 ions. In this last case the obtainedqav values ap-
proach those of theA resonance and the mixing coefficienta
becomes very small. This suggests that the Na atoms do
alter the energy diagram, significantly and thus the
codoped Ce:LiSAF crystals are expected to show less in
mogeneous broadening and multiple lines in the absorp
and luminescence spectra relative to the Ce:LiSAF on
Such effects were observed, for example, in the lumin
cence spectra of Ce:LiCAF8 and Ce:BaLiF3

11 while they
were reduced in those of the Na codoped Ce:BaLiF3 .11

C. The Raman modes and the effect of doping

LiSAF has trigonal symmetry and belongs to theD3d
2

symmetry space group which has, according to Wycko
notation, the following symmetry elements:17

`@ iC1~12!#1`@hC2~6!#1gCi~6!1`@~ f 1e!C3~4!#

1~d1c1a!D3~2!1bS6~2!. ~12!

In LiSAF, Li and Al occupy theD3 site, Sr theS6 site,
and F the C1 site. The lattice modes, which correspond
each of these site groups, are

D3 :A2g1A2u1Eg1Eu , ~13a!

S6 :A1u1A2u12Eu , ~13b!

C1 :3A1g13A1u13A2g13A2u16Eg16Eu . ~13c!
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On the whole, we expect the material to have the followi
lattice modes:

3A1g14A1u15A2g16A2u18Eg110Eu . ~14!

From these modes theA1u are silent, theA2g only infrared
active, and theA2u andEu are acoustical modes. Finally th
remaining 3A1g18Eg modes, 11 in total, are Raman activ
and were all identified in our spectra.

According to the selection rules of the backscatter
geometry, under parallel polarizations of the incident a
scattered beam in thec axis (c–c), only theA1g modes are
expected in the Raman spectra, while in the crossed po
ization configuration (a–c), only theEg ones. In thea–a
configuration all the modes are expected. Indeed, we h
observed three modes at 251, 377.5, and 561.7 cm21, which
are strong only in thec–c configuration. These modes ar
assigned to theA1g symmetry and result from the motion o
the F atoms in thez direction, while the other atoms remai
at rest. On the contrary, the selection rules for the remain
eight Eg modes do not apply strictly. The reason for this
not yet well understood; it is probably related to the lar
solid angle of scattered light collected by the microsco
lens in combination with the multiple internal reflections
the excitation beam within the transparent plate-like sam
A further clarification will hopefully be given in the future
by comparative Raman studies in LiCAF.

Finally it should be mentioned that the doping does n
affect appreciably the Raman spectra, which verifies that
material is not subject to strong stresses that could alter
resonance frequencies or to disorder effects which wo
cause severe line broadening.18 These results suggest low
tensions, deformations, and variations of the refractive in
along the optical axis and a minimum level of inhomogen
ities during the crystallization process that have been p
posed to be responsible for the formation of color center19

Together with the absence of vacancies detectable in the
spectra, our crystals show a high structural quality and
promising for high laser efficiency without severe solariz
tion losses.

V. CONCLUSIONS

ESR measurements of Ce doped LiSrAlF6 single crystals
have shown that Ce resides mainly in an axially symme
Sr position. The effectiveg factor of this Ce resonance ha
been determined and conclusions have been drawn for
electronic eigenfunctions, which describe the ground s
energy level. Ce resonances due to Ce sites with orthorh
bic symmetry have been detected in the ESR spectra
multiple lines. These resonances have been attributed
charge compensating Na1 ions, which perturb the crysta
field environment at Ce sites in the direction of the Sr–
bonds. ESR resonances, which result from up to the th
neighboring Na to Ce sites, have been identified and
principal values of the correspondingg tensors have been
estimated. Nonetheless, the crystal field distortion in thc
axis remains the dominant one and determines, by a m
mum deviation of 1°, the one principal axis direction of theg
tensor. The effectiveg factor of these resonances as well
P license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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the Na1 occupation sites and probabilities have been e
mated and are further correlated to the material lasing p
erties, always in comparison to the isostructural LiCaAlF6 .
The energy splitting between the ground and the first exc
electronic states has been estimated by the temperatur
pendence of the ESR linewidths.

Undoped as well as Cr and Ce doped LiSAF cryst
were further examined for their lattice dynamical properti
Polarized Raman measurements have been combined
group theoretical arguments in order to identify the obser
lattice vibrational modes. Strain or disorder effects were
detected in the Raman spectra.
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